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question is—do you believe in what's in it enough to fight
for it, to starve for it, to sacrifice women for it, to desert
children for it? Is it as important as your lust, your glory,
your peace of mind? Come, sir, come, Monsieur mon p£re,
don't let's begin our new life by anything short of the absolute
bed-rock truth. I'm not a young man any more, and I'm ask-
ing you this—" and No-man struck the stones of the road with
his great, oak cudgel—"because I must know! Are you just
playing with these supernatural influences, with these Towers'
as you call them, or do you take them as actually real, real as
this stick, real as your cap in your pocket?"
Enoch Quirm shuffled with his right foot towards a beetle who
was astray on the surface of the road. Not a word did he utter
for the passage of several minutes, nor did he shuffle his foot again.
"No, lad! Nor This "no" was so decisively and abruptly
ejaculated, and with it the man looked so straight into our
friend's eyes, jerking himself up and straightening his shoulders,
that No-man remembered for long afterwards the impression
he got at that moment of undeviating sincerity,
"No, lad, my gods aren't as real as your stick, or as the mole
on your belly that your mother used to tell me about; and as
to sacrificing women and deserting children I might do such
things and I might not; but if I did it wouldn't be proof of
anything. I might believe absolutely in my gods and yet refuse
to sacrifice anything to them! They'd have their reality, not
the reality of the mole on your belly, lad; but they'd have their
own kind of reality—all that gods can have, or ever do have,
or ever mil have—and yet I might easily decide, on the strength
of another reality, the reality, for instance, of my conscience,
which also isn't as real as your fly-buttons or the mole on your
belly, that I'd never sacrifice a thing to them, not even the
sacrifice of *a humble and contrite heart!' You talk like a
baby, lad, when you talk of this * bed-rock truth* for which I
must be prepared to offer my life, or the gods don't exist! I
tell you, lad, there are a thousand realities in life that aren't
and never can be, 'bed-rock realities/ and yet they're well
worth pursuing. Why are you such a fanatic? But there's
more in this matter of 'my old gods' than I can explain to
you now. Would to the devil you were a girl instead of a 'bed-
rock' man! Girls are satisfied with the atmosphere of reality.
They don't need your damned all-or-nothing truths!"

